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ABSTRACT

integrated with the traditional ones as a part of the marketing mix.

Social networks have changed the way information is delivered to
the customers, shifting from traditional one-to-many to one-to-one
communication. Opinion mining and sentiment analysis offer the
possibility to understand the user-generated comments and
explain how a certain product or a brand is perceived.
Classification of different types of content is the first step towards
understanding the conversation on the social media platforms.
Our study analyses the content shared on Facebook in terms of
topics, categories and shared sentiment for the domain of a
sponsored Facebook brand page. Our results indicate that Product,
Sales and Brand are the three most discussed topics, while
Requests and Suggestions, Expressing Affect and Sharing are the
most common intentions for participation. We discuss the
implications of our findings for social media marketing and
opinion mining.

Social media marketing, also known as word-of-mouth marketing,
viral marketing, buzz, and guerilla marketing is the intentional
influencing of consumer-to-consumer communications by
professional marketing techniques. Manufacturer and retailers,
from food to electronics, are starting to understand the
possibilities offered by the social media marketing. They have
evolved their approach to the customers, shifting from traditional
one-to-many communication to one-to-one approach, offering
direct assistance to individuals at any time through the social
media sites such as Facebook, Twitter, MySpace, etc. In turn,
companies can learn about customers’ needs through users’
feedback or by observing conversations, resulting in involvement
of members of the community in the co-creation of value through
the generation of ideas [26].
Recent growth in the fields of opinion mining and sentiment
analysis enables automatic identification and extraction of
attitudes, opinions, and sentiments from the content shared on the
social networks [34]. These tools aim to analyze the large
amounts and diversity of generated data. User content shared on
social networks introduces additional challenges for analysis due
to the lack of sentence structure and the use of informal Internet
language specific to these settings that differ from the formal
written language [35]. These challenges might be overcome
through investigation of the form and topics used on the social
networks.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.1 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Content Analysis
and Indexing

General Terms
Human Factors
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This paper focuses on the analysis of the user posts shared on a
Facebook brand page ok.-1, launched by the Swiss company
Valora2 in March, 2010. The company focuses on the fast moving
consumer goods, i.e. products that are sold quickly and at
relatively low cost. The Facebook brand page targets the younger
customers with a social network marketing approach and counts
43,656 fans3.

1. INTRODUCTION
Marketing has recently undergone significant changes in the way
information is delivered to the customers [8]. Social networks, as
a part of Web 2.0 technology, provide the technological platform
for individuals to connect, produce and share content online [7].
They are becoming an additional marketing channel that could be

In this paper, we examine the topics, categories and sentiment
shared on this brand page. Based on our results, we discuss the
implications for social media marketing and opinion mining.
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http://www.facebook.com/okPunktStrich

2

http://www.valora.com/

3

Obtained on May 12, 2011

Social networks (SN) have a mediating effect between individuals
and society in the virtual world [32]. As such, they represent a
natural technological platform for marketing since they provide
access to a large number of users, who group themselves into
communities, based on a structured set of social relationships, e.g.
among admirers of a brand, i.e. a brand community [23].

Early studies in opinion mining focus on the interpretation of
narrative points of view in text. The growth of Web 2.0 with its
content sharing platforms revealed the opportunity for further
expansion in the direction of machine processing and machine
learning algorithms [4]. Today there are numerous papers
investigating different research problems and opportunities
derived from opinion mining and sentiment analysis [27].

According to Harris and Rae [16] social networks may play a key
role in the future of marketing; they may increase customers’
engagement, as well as help to transform the traditional focus on
control into a collaborative approach more suitable to the modern
business environment. Traditional advertising techniques are not
applicable to the social network platforms, resulting in companies
experimenting with many different approaches, thus shaping a
successful social media strategy based on their personal
experiences [11].

The importance of opinion mining for social media marketing has
been recognized [24]. Opinion mining allows companies to
conduct analyses of user-generated comments to determine how
the population perceives a given brand, product or feature, i.e. for
market analysis and rumor detection. This resulted in a research
on analyzing long structured text discussions from blog posts
[22][19], as well as utilizing such communication for the
prediction of user behavior, sales, stock market activity, etc.
[1][10][22].

Previous studies have focused on the users by trying to identify
the most influential target group [21] or explain their relationship
to social media [2]. Others have addressed the challenges of social
marketing such as aggressive advertising, lack of e-commerce
abilities, invasion of user privacy and legal pitfalls [6][30], overcommercialization and transparency [16].

The change in social media towards short commentary, as
introduced by Twitter or Facebook, results in a significant
difference in the comment structure and language that may affect
the accuracy of opinion mining techniques [29]. This has
motivated research into text analysis and application of the
opinion mining techniques to social media in order to understand
the activities and identify the specific issues with the relevance to
the specific language used in this noisy environment.

2. RELATED WORK

Apart from the challenges, many opportunities have also been
recognized, such as building brand awareness and raising public
awareness about the company, finding new customers,
community involvement and conducting brand intelligence and
market research for gathering insights and knowledge for future
steps [6][33]. In addition, Javitch [18] argues: free social
marketing is a good alternative to the costly traditional marketing
campaigns.

Recent studies focus on applying the opinion mining techniques
on short comments from the SN Twitter to investigate the value of
tweets as online word-of-mouth [17], possibilities for movie
revenue prediction [3] and opportunities for television
broadcasters [14], to identify topics [25], perform sentiment
analysis [5], etc. However, the studies regarding Facebook and
the usage of brand pages in particular are still relatively limited
[28].

Based on exploratory findings and practical examples scholars try
to generate guidelines for successful social marketing. Guidelines
that apply for online word-of-mouth [9] also apply to Facebook
marketing: (1) sharing the control of the brand with consumers
and (2) engaging them in an open, honest, and authentic dialog. In
addition Kozinets et al. [20] argue that classification of different
types of content is the first step towards understanding the
conversation, and that the communication is affected by the type
of offered product or service.

Our study analyses the content of the posts shared on a Facebook
brand page. We focus on identification of the topics, referred to
within the posts, categories of the posts, as an indication of
intention for participation and emotions that people share through
the posts. We discuss the implications of obtained results for
social media marketing and opinion mining.

3. DATA ANALYSIS
3.1 Data Collection

Li [21] recommends that companies need to build a plan before
diving into the social marketing in order to appropriately
approach the frequent users who are most likely to virally spread
their enthusiasm for a new product or service. He suggests (1)
focusing on a conversation, (2) developing a close relationship
with the brand through “friending” with the social marketing
pages, and (3) building a plan for engagement and finding out
what interactions, content, and features will keep users coming
back.

The dataset used for this study consists of posts from the ok.Facebook brand page. The data collection was performed over
one year, from the official launch of the ok.- page in March, 2010
to March, 2011. To guarantee accuracy of the data and ensure
independence from potentially changing Facebook policies, post
were fetched on a daily basis, using a script utilizing the
Facebook Graph API4.
The Graph API provides access to Facebook social graph via a
uniform representation of the objects in the graph (e.g., people,
pages, etc.) and the connections between them. For purpose of
this study we have used the Feed connection of the Page object.
Feed connection represents a list of all Post objects containing the
post details, i.e. the message, post type, likes, comments, time of
creation, etc. The elements extracted from the Facebook Graph
API were stored in a relational database for further investigation.

Related to the understanding of the conversation within the social
media platforms is the field of opinion mining and sentiment
analysis. The term opinion mining was coined by Dave et al. [13]
to describe a tool that would “process a set of search results for a
given item, generating a list of product attributes (quality,
features, etc.) and aggregating opinions about each of them (poor,
mixed, good)”. Approximately at the same time the term
sentiment was used in reference to the automatic analysis of
evaluative text and the tracking of predictive judgments [12], thus
the two disciplines are interconnected.

4
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http://developers.facebook.com/docs/reference/api/

From the total of 759 shared posts, we have removed 134 posts
published by the site moderator, leaving 625 posts published by
the page fans. Of those 3 were removed due to the difficulty in
recognizing the used language and an additional 11 after being
labeled as spam, leaving 611 user posts for qualitative analysis.

Company
Environment
TOTAL:

The ok.- brand is present only in the German speaking part of the
Switzerland. Although German is the official language in this part
of the Switzerland, in daily conversation a dialect is used, know
as Swiss German. The challenge of applying automatic opinion
mining to the textual content written in Swiss German is increased
by the fact that not only does it differ significantly from High
German, but there are also large variations within different parts
of Switzerland, with no standardized rules for the written form.
Therefore, we have performed a manual analysis of the data.

Table 2. Topics subdivision
Topic

Tagging: Each of the posts has been assigned one or
more tags to identify the key concepts in the content,
e.g.

Sub-topic
Suggestion

was tagged as ‘product’, ‘positive affect’, ‘information
inquiry’, ‘suggestion’ and ‘package’.

Product
Feature

Integrating: Based on the tagging results, grouping of
similar tags was performed in order to define groups of
topics and categories. For the previous example, the
resulting group descriptors were: (1) ‘Product: Affect:
Positive’, (2) ‘Sales: Availability: Launch Date:
Information Inquiry’ and (3) ‘Product: Feature:
Package: Suggestion’.

99

31%

Technical details

18

6%

Package

12

4%

Price

9

3%

Quality

8

3%

Ingredients

2

1%

Taste

4

1%
0%

Supply chain

1
16
24

Launch date

23

29%

25

32%

1

1%

Calories

Availability

Sales

Retail channels

Store
Online

Warranty
Discounts
Loyalty cards
Affect
History
Brand
Manufacturer
Inventor
Product features
Price
Competitor
Affect
Product range

4. RESULTS
4.1 Post Topics
The post topics describe what is being talked about. Our analysis
identified seven major topic groups. Table 1 shows the number of
occurrence for each of the identified topic groups as well as the
results from the statistical analysis corresponding to the
comparison of a topic with the “following” topic, e.g. Product vs.
Sales.
Table 1. Topic groups (*p < 0.0001, **p < 0.005, ***p < 0.05)
Percentage
52%
13%
8%
4%
3%

%
47%

Complaints

The tagging captured the following aspects of the posts: (1) topics
referred to within the posts, (2) actions related to different posts,
further denoted as post categories, and (3) sentiment present in the
content. In the continuation of the paper we present the obtained
results.

Occurrences
318
79
46
26
20

N
149

Affect

“my favorite: ok.- Branchli - when will there be
a jumbo pack?”,

Topic Group
Product
Sales
Brand
Competitor
Facebook Contest

1.883

Each of the topic groups is further divided into sub-topics as
presented in Table 2. The percentages of occurrence are given in
relation to the number of posts within a topic group.

In order to analyze the content we have followed two methods
used in [19] for analysis of Twitter data. We have applied the
action-object approach [35] for post classification by following
the coding development strategy [17]. The process consisted of
two steps:

x

2%
0%
80%

The results of the statistical analysis have shown that there is a
significant difference (z = 14.539, p < 0.0001) in the proportion of
Product posts (52%) compared to the Sales (13%). Furthermore,
the proportion of posts regarding Sales is significantly larger (z =
3.02, p < 0.005) compared to the proportion of Brand posts (8%),
while the number of Brand mentions is significantly larger (z =
2.306, p < 0.05) compared to the number of Competitor (4%)
posts. Thus, proportions of Product, Sales and Brand topic groups
are larger compared to all of the topic groups with the smaller
number of mentions. For the remaining topic groups, no
significant difference was found to exist (p > 0.05).

3.2 The Method

x

11
3
489

Facebook
Contests

z
14.539*
3.02**
2.306***
0.759
1.452

Company

177

Winner
Prize
Participation details
Praise
Customer service
Facebook
Strategy
Outcome

5%
30%

4

5%

1

1%

1
43
1
1
1
11
8
4
3
13
5
2
5
4
1

1%
94%
2%
2%
2%
42%
31%
15%
12%
65%
25%
10%
45%
36%
9%

Moderation
Environment

“Valora is cool”, “I think it's cool that you always write
back to answer or ask. I call that interest for customers:)”

1
9%
3 100%

Although rare, it is an indication of the “job well done” for the
page moderator and the company in overall.

In the following text we explain the topic groups and discuss the
most frequent subtopics and their value from the marketing
perspective.

Environment topic occurred in only 3 posts. Still, the intensity of
the posts was quite strong indicating that they should be taken
seriously, e.g.

Product is the most frequently referred to topic group. Within
this group, the two most common subtopics are Product
Suggestion with 149 (47%) and Product Affect with 99 (31%)
occurrences, e.g.:

“Why doesn't one emerging brand like ok.- focus on
environment friendly material right from the
beginning??? Dos it has something to do with the money
or with the lack of intelligence??? Other reasons I can't
imagine except maybe yet merciless ignorance.”

“I want ok.- Apfelsaftschorle!”, “i love ok.- bier!!!^^”.
From the marketing perspective understanding both of these
subcategories is important, the first one for sensing the needs of
the customers and the second one as an indicator of product
acceptance. From the remaining subtopics, Technical details are
present in 18 (6%) posts in the form of information inquiry, while
the Price is referred to in 9 posts (3%), usually in the context of
comparison with the competitor brands.

Not all of the posts were classified as belonging to a topic. Some
of them (20%) were written in a form of a “word play” or slogan,
thus belonging to no particular topic. e.g.
“ok...in the end.”
This analysis revealed additional possibility for presentation and
interpretation of the same results, centered on categories that
might serve as indication for the participation intentions.

Sales: The three most discussed topics within the Sales group are
Stores (25), Supply chain (24) and Launch date (23), e.g.:
“will you soon open one/more ok.- stores?”, ”when
comes a new ok.- energy drink??” .

4.2 Post Categories
Within this paper, post category refers to the posting intention. A
reverse reading of the initially assigned group descriptors resulted
into the discovery of eight post categories. The categories and
their frequencies of occurrence, as well as the results from the
statistical analysis are given in the Table 3.

The Stores subtopic relates to opening specialized brand stores
and new stores or store locations, both within Switzerland and
abroad. The Supply chain topic refers to the product availability
and product delivery at particular location. These topics can be
used for evaluation of the interest in the brand and can be mapped
to the geographical location.

Table 3. Post categories (*p < 0.0001)
Post Category

Brand: Affect is the most common subtopic (43, i.e. 94%) within
the Brand topic group, e.g.:

Suggestions & Requests
Affect Expression
Sharing
Information Inquiry
Complaints & Criticism
Gratitude
Praise
Competitor Reference
TOTAL:

“i <3 ok.-”.
Since this is where users express their emotions, it can be
perceived as the measure of the brand awareness and strength.
Competitor: References to competitors occurred in 4% of the
posts in total. This topic was used to express positive/negative
Affect, but also to compare the features, price or product range to
those offered by different brands, e.g.:

Occurrence Percentag
s
e
170
28%
169
28%
165
27%
98
16%
23
4%
22
4%
5
1%
22
4%
674
N/A

z
-0.001
0.195
4.592*
7.09*
-0.003
3.111*

“*Red Bull is not ok.-”.
In this case all the posts were assigned to one or more categories,
e.g.:

This topic is of importance to the company since it allows
identification of the perceived similarities and differences. It also
indicates the specific aspects of the products that users compare
and expect to get from the brand, such as price or taste.

“The Mango Drink is really cool, the taste really
promises a mango for everyone, thanks! Yellow can, also
cool! Is there already something new on the way?”

Facebook Contest refers to the responses by users to the
entertainment actions undertaken by the moderators of the
Facebook brand page, e.g.:

was labeled as belonging to (1) ‘Affect: Positive: Feature: Taste’,
(2) ‘Gratitude: Product’, and (3) ‘Information Inquiry: Sales:
Product: Launch’.

“…will there soon be another ok.- Photo Contests? ;-)”.

The most common intention for posting was found to be
Suggesting & Requesting something (28%), followed by
expressing Affect (28%) and sharing Statuses (27%). Between
these three categories there was no significant difference in terms
of their proportions. Still, when compared to the Information
Inquiry (16%), Sharing occurs in a significantly larger number (z
= 4.592, p < 0.0001). Thus, Sharing also occurs in a significantly
larger number compared to all of its “following” topics. Since

The goal of organizing contests is to engage the users, thus
increasing the level of activity on the page. However, since it
does not directly reveal the sentiment about the product, this topic
is not of specific interest from the marketing perspective.
Company is an umbrella topic for the posts related to customer
service. It includes praise for the company itself, as well as for the
Facebook strategy and moderation style, e.g.
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behind the page moderator. Topics referred in this category
include (1) Brand, (2) Product, (3) Sales, (4) Company and (5)
Contests.

Suggestions & Requests and Affect Expression have a slightly
larger number of occurrences compared to Sharing, the same
reasoning applies also for them. Furthermore, the proportion of
Information Inquiry (16%) is significantly larger (z = 7.09, p <
0.0001) compared to Complaints & Criticism (4%), thus also
compared to the remaining categories with smaller number of
occurrences. Finally, the proportion of Gratitude (4%) is
significantly larger (z = 3.111, p < 0.0001) compared to the
proportion of least occurring post category, i.e. Praise (1%). For
the remaining post categories, no significant difference was found
to exist (p > 0.05).

Complaints and Critics are painful, yet valuable part of social
media marketing. As users feel very free to express themselves in
this medium, they offer the possibilities for improvement that
would result in greater customer satisfaction. The most
complaints were after the launch of a mobile phone product line
which had several technical problems at the beginning, e.g.
“Today I bought a ZTE San Francisco: dead on arrival.
The touch screen feels nothing. The hotline number also
does not work…”

Each of the identified categories is explained and discussed in the
following text.

Within the same Product topic, there were also a few price
complaints, usually in relation to the price offered by the
competitor. Product availability, i.e. Sales was the second most
referred topic in form of asking for a product delivery to a given
location.

Suggestions and Requests: Within suggestions and requests, two
related topic groups that occur are Sales and Product. Fans tend to
give suggestions for products, new ones as well as improvements
of specific features of existing products, e.g.:
“please an ok.- energy drink pineapple”.

Gratitude was mostly shown in case of winning a prize in one of
the Contests organized within the Facebook page. However, those
of interest from the marketing perspective expressed gratitude
toward product launch (Sales) providing initial insight into the
acceptance of the product, e.g.:

Affect Expression occurs both in positive and negative context. It
was targeted toward the ok.- brand, a product or a specific feature
of a product, e.g.
“I don’t like the ok.- mango, but that is the matter of
taste”

“I am happy that there is now an energy drink in the light
version! Thank you ok.- :-)”

Affect was also expressed for competitors, often in a relation to
the specific feature, e.g. the amount of carbonation in the drinks.
Posts belonging to this category are of particular interest from a
marketing perspective. They give clear indication on how is the
brand is perceived by the users, what the popular products are and
which specific features are the ones that are favored by the
customers.

Praise was targeted towards the discussed subtopics within the
Company topic group.
Topics and categories are interconnected. Table 4 shows the
frequencies of combination occurrences. Apart from Sharing,
Product Requests and Suggestion (24%) and Expressing Affect
towards the Products (20%) are the most common topic-category
combinations.

Sharing: Our study indicates that within a sponsored Facebook
brand page fans share (1) activity, (2) advice, (3) opinion, (4)
intention, (5) need, (6) information, (7) feelings, (8) reflection on
specific events and (9) rhetorical questions. A very common form
of expression was a word play and/or a slogan (92 posts, 15%),
e.g.

4.3 Sentiment Analysis
Understanding how people feel about the brand or specific
product is one of the key elements for social media monitoring.
Facebook brand page offers the required platform to gather such
information and undertake an appropriate respond if needed.

“One ok.- a day, keeps the dok.-ter away”

For the analyzed dataset, sentiment was shared within the posts
from the Affect Expression category. Table 5 shows the sentiment
frequency of occurrence in terms of positive and negative
sentiment towards brand and a specific product. The results show
that positive sentiment is shared far more often compared to the
negative sentiment.

Information Inquiry is an important category from the
organizational aspect of the Facebook brand page. It identifies
possible domains of interest of the page fans, e.g.:
“Who actually invented the ok.- brand?”
Since running a successful Facebook page requires full dedication
and round-a-clock interaction with the fans, these insights reveal a
need for different sources of information or a structure of the team

Table 4. Topic-category combinations and co-occurrence frequencies
Requests & Suggestions
Expressing Affect
Sharing
Information Inquiry
Complaints & Criticism
Expressing Gratitude
Praise
Comparison

Product
149 (24%)
122 (20%)

Sales
20 (3%)

29 (5%)
16 (3%)
2 (0%)

49 (8%)
4 (0%)
6 (1%)

Brand

Competitor

43 (7%)

4 (0%)

3 (0%)

Contests

Company

10 (2%)

3 (0%)
1 (0%)
2 (0%)
5 (1%)

10 (2%)
22 (4%)
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Environment
1 (0%)

General

165 (27%)
4 (0%)
2 (0%)
2 (0%)

(19%). Still they are to be taken in account for the automatic
sentiment analysis.

Table 5. Sentiment analysis
Sentiment
Positive
Negative
Neutral
TOTAL:

Occurrence Percentage
Percentage
s (all)
(all)
(sentiment only)
93%
150
25%
7%
11
2%
450
73%
161 (27%)
611
100%

5. IMPLICATIONS
The results presented in this paper are interesting from two
perspectives (1) social media marketing and (2) opinion mining.

5.1 Implications for Social Media Marketing
In order to successful run a Facebook brand page as a part of the
social media marketing approach, marketing departments needs to
understand what people share and why. As discussed in the
previous section, posts reveal (1) perception of the brand, (2)
acceptance of new product, (3) most favored products and
features, (4) required products and features, (5) problems, (6)
locations with great volume of sales, and also may serve to (7)
generate ideas and (8) identify competitors.

Apart from the sentiment distribution, we were interested in
analyzing how people express emotions. We have identified that
emotions are displayed either via adjectives or through the usage
of the following elements of internet slang: (1) emoticons, (2)
interjections and (3) intentional misspelling.
Emoticons were used in 226 (37%) of the posts; 22% of those
contained more than one emoticon. Table 6 illustrates the
emotions that can be assigned to the used emoticons:

In addition, knowing what people talk about on a brand page can
be valuable input for those companies just starting with the social
media marketing. Organizationally, the topics can be used to
understand what different sources of information need to be
available to moderators to successfully run a Facebook brand
page, i.e. members of the support board behind the moderator that
can be addressed when a specific question is posed. This study
indicates the need for following experts: (1) sales, (2) logistics,
(3) company/brand information (producer, founder, history, etc.),
(4) product information and (5) environmental issues.

Table 6. Emoticons and expressed emotions
Emoticon
:) :-) =) x) (:
:D
;) ;-) ;D ;P (;
xD =D ^^ ^.^
<3 Ɔ *_* *.* **
:P
:O
:S
(Y)
:( =(
-.-

Emotion
Joy (smiling)
Excitement
Wink
Happiness (laughing)
Love
Playfulness (tong out)
Surprise
Skepticism
Support (thumbs up)
Sadness
Annoyance

Our results indicate that Product, Sales and Brand are the three
most discussed topics, while Requests and Suggestions,
Expressing Affect and Sharing are the most common intentions
for participation, each of them with significantly larger number of
occurrences compared to the remaining topics/categories with the
lower number of occurrences in posts. Furthermore, we show that
the topics and categories are interconnected. Our results show that
Product Requests and Suggestion (24%) and Expressing Affect
towards the Products (20%) are the most common topic-category
combinations. This confirms that Facebook can be used as a
suitable platform for social media marketing. Facebook brand
pages support the social media marketing opportunities and goals
for building brand awareness, gathering insights and knowledge
for future steps, community involvement and engaging in open
and honest dialog, as presented in the related work section.
Marketing practitioners could use the topic-category frequency of
occurrence as a measure for successful social media marketing
utilization over time.

An interesting form of emotion display was the usage of the
“*<emotion>*” notion (6 occurrences), e.g.
“I want the new Ok.- Cookie and an Energy…But no
kiosk near...*sniff*”.
Interjections (29; 5%) that have occurred within the analyzed
dataset and the enclosed emotions/meanings are listed in Table 7.
Table 7: Interjections and their emotional meaning
Interjections
Mmm
Hmm
Mhmm
yeah, uee, juhu, jipi, wuhu, boah
haha, hihi
jum jum, njam njam
Wow

Emotion
Pleasure
Wondering
Confirmation
Excitement
Laughter
Tasty
Surprise

5.2 Implications for Opinion Mining
Manual post analysis has given us an understanding of the format
of the content that fans/users share on the Facebook brand page.
However, in order to provide the possibility to perform such
analysis on a larger datasets and to create a tool that could track
the changes in content and sentiment over time, an algorithm for
automatic text analysis is required.

Intentional misspelling and punctuations marks are interesting
from the perspective of sentiment analysis as indication of
emotion intensity. The recognized patterns include (1) Capital
letters, (2) Repeating vocals and (3) Punctuation marks, e.g.:

To enable automatic text analysis, the results show the need to
create a standardized lexicon for the internet slang including: (1)
Internet slang abbreviations that helps replace them within text
content and/or assigned emotions, (2) an emoticon lexicon and (3)
a translation of interjections to emotions. Further, the results show
the need for the following steps: (4) use number of emoticons and
punctuation marks as a measure for the intensity of the displayed
emotion, (5) apply a mechanism for recognizing repeating vocals

“YOU ARE SUPER!”, or “That is sooooo fine!!!!”
The usage of misspelling and punctuations was not as common as
the usage of emoticons. Repeating vocals were present in 19 posts
(3%), capital letters in 27 (4%), while punctuation in 105 posts
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